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Introduction
Good readers use a range of skills and strategies to 
comprehend a text . Examples of ways readers exhibit these 
skills and strategies include the following:

•  “They actively focus on and engage with the text 
they are reading. 

•  They make predictions about upcoming text, 
and they note whether their predictions and 
expectations about the content are met. 

•  They draw on prior knowledge to develop and 
clarify new understandings.

•  They figure out the meaning of unfamiliar 
knowledge using context clues.

•  When reading a challenging text, they underline 
and reread, make notes, and paraphrase to 
remember important points. 

•  They think about how ideas encountered in the 
text might be used in the future.

•  Effective comprehension development occurs 
when students interact with the text. They 
extract meaning by connecting their present 
knowledge to their new knowledge.” (Dewsbury, 
Hyland, & Kovalevs, 2013, p. 4)

Each book in the Spotlight on Comprehension Skill 
Sets has been written specifically to practice a targeted 
comprehension skill . The program is aligned to the best 
practices found in both the Common Core State Standards 
for English Language Arts and individual state-specific 
reading and language arts standards . It also complies with 
the research put forth by the National Reading Panel . 

Best Practices 
for Reading 
Comprehension 
Instruction
Aligned to the Standards
The Spotlight on Comprehension Skill Sets are leveled texts 
that address the recommendations of the Common Core 
State Standards, the state-specific Common Core standards, 
and individual state standards for reading and language 
arts . 

One key criterion of the Common Core State Standards 
is comprehension and close reading of literature and 
informational texts . According to the “Revised Publishers’ 
Criteria for the Common Core State Standards in English 
Language Arts and Literacy,” reading strategies help 
students gain information and understanding from the text . 
The instruction of reading strategies needs to be an integral 
part of the act of reading, while always focusing on the 
specific text under study . (Coleman & Pimentel, 2012, p . 9) 
The direct instruction of reading comprehension strategies 
and skills enables students to do the work required by the 
Common Core State Standards . (Calkins, Ehrenworth, & 
Lehman, 2012, p . 29) 

The Skill Sets provide educators with explicit instruction of 
the comprehension skill for every title . “Each student book 
has been designed so that at least one example of the focus 
comprehension skill is included on each double-page spread 
of the book . This gives students multiple opportunities to 
apply the skill as they focus on the text at hand .” (Dewsbury 
et al ., 2013, p . 6) 

To find specific correlations for each Skill Set to  
state-specific and Common Core State Standards, visit 
www .sundancepub .com .
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National Reading Panel 
Research
“Comprehension can be improved by teaching students to 
use specific cognitive strategies or to reason strategically 
when they encounter barriers to understanding what they 
are reading . Readers acquire these strategies informally 
to some extent, but explicit or formal instruction in the 
application of comprehension strategies has been shown to 
be highly effective in enhancing understanding .” (National 
Reading Panel, 2000)

“The National Reading Panel’s findings identified that 
successful readers need to develop a toolbag of skills and 
strategies that they can draw on automatically to extract 
meaning from a text . These skills and strategies are not 
gained by osmosis; they have to be explicitly taught . 
Students need multiple opportunities to practice and apply 
their comprehension skills in a variety of settings .

Using an explicit teaching model is an effective way of 
developing the comprehension skills and strategies of 
students . Explicit teaching of comprehension benefits all 
readers . Not only does it enable children to extract the most 
from a text, it also helps them become reflective readers 
who are able to monitor, assess, and improve their own 
comprehension .” (Dewsbury et al ., 2013, p . 4) 

Teach Comprehension 
Skills
Since each student book has been written specifically to 
practice the focus comprehension skill, students continually 
apply the skill as they read, developing their understanding 
of the skill and its purpose . With time, students recognize 
how the skill allows them to extract meaning from a text .

Use the guiding notes on each student book’s inside back 
cover to walk students through applying the skill to the 
text . Begin with modeling the skill for students and then 
guide them through how and when to use the skill . At the 
end of the lesson, use the Drawing Conclusions section of 
the guiding notes to ask students literal, inferential, and 
evaluative text-specific questions that assess students’ 
abilities to make meaning from the text . 

The two reproducible worksheets for every title provided 
in this Teacher Guide allow students to practice the 
comprehension skill and their vocabulary skills . Students 
may complete these worksheets with peers or on their own . 
(Dewsbury et al ., 2013, p . 6)

The Ice Age and the 
Woolly Mammoth 
GRL O 
Nonfiction

Piñata 
GRL P 
Fiction

The Fantastic Flying 
Machine 
GRL P 
Fiction

How Photography 
Changed the World 
GRL O 
Nonfiction

The Yellow Turban 
GRL P 
Fiction

Note that the student books and reproducible worksheets in this Skill Set are from the second half of the Spotlight on Comprehension grade level 
collection for grade 3 . Because of this, the numbering for the worksheets begins with worksheet 5 . For more information about the complete Spotlight 
on Comprehension program, visit www .sundancepub .com .
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SEQUENCING
When introducing students to a comprehension skill, direct them to the definition of the skill at the beginning of the 
guiding notes on the inside back cover of every title . The definition helps students recognize why the skill is important 
and how it can be applied to their reading . Then use the following in-depth definition of the comprehension skill 
Sequencing to aid your instruction of the skill and your assessment of students’ understanding of the skill .

“Sequencing is putting events in the order in which they happen and instructions in the order in which they are 
carried out. Sequencing is a crucial life skill as well as being a major component of comprehension. Students are 
required to follow instructions whether they are at home or at school. It is not only an academic skill. The need 
to be aware of a sequence extends throughout adult life, as many do-it-yourself enthusiasts will testify. 

It may seem to be a simple matter to understand and reproduce a written sequence accurately, but students need to 
learn that there can be some pitfalls . Sometimes, sequences are not written in time order . For instance, the sentences 
“Tom came into the house . Before that, he remembered to wipe his feet on the mat,” can present problems for young 
readers .

It is very important that students learn to recognize and interpret signal words . These are the keys that unlock 
sequences when dealing with time order . Some common signal words are: first, second, third, last, finally, soon, after 
that, before, next, after, afterward, later, then, until, when, at last, earlier . If students are familiar with these, they know 
that a sequence is occurring in a text . They also know that there are keys that unlock a sequence .

The provision of graphic organizers not only demonstrates a student’s understanding, but it also is of great assistance to 
those who are predominantly visual learners .

Objectives
Students are able to:

• recognize and list the steps of a procedural text;

• recognize signal words relating to a sequence;

• order events appropriately in a narrative text; 

• use graphic organizers to illustrate a sequence; and 

• use signal words when writing sequences.” (Comprehension Skills Definitions)
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8 Permission is given to teachers to reproduce this page for classroom use.
Spotlight on Comprehension  Sundance Publishing

Name: ____________________

O — The Ice Age and the 
\Woolly Mammoth

Sequencing   
Reproducible Worksheet 5

Sequencing 

1. Put these phrases in the right order. (page 4)

 2. Signal Words

List the signal words for sequencing from pages 14–15.

_________________________________________________________

_______________________________________

Questions and Answers
1. Find in the Text: How many blue whales are left on Earth? 
(page 21)  ________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
2. Work out the Answer: Why would hunting mammoths be 
dangerous? _______________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
3. Judge for Yourself: What endangered animal is the most 
important one to try to save? Why? _________________________
__________________________________________________________

1 5

2 6

3 7

4 8

ice sheets where land was more snow fell on top  

snow fell on ice ice sheets became thicker 

more ice formed at bottom ice spread farther 

snow at bottom turned to ice snow grew thicker
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Name: ____________________

O — The Ice Age and the 
Woolly Mammoth

Sequencing  
Reproducible Worksheet 6

More Sequencing
1. Write the events. (page 9, paragraph 1)

2. Finish this time line.

Word Study and Vocabulary
Write these words around the correct wheel.
 ago  age  gerbil  grow  get  change 
 begin  gem  geometry green  again giraffe

•_______________________
________________________
________________________

hard g  soft g

•_______________________
________________________
________________________

•_______________________
________________________
________________________

•_______________________
________________________
________________________

110,000

years ago,

Earth grew  

very cold.

50,000

years ago,

______________

______________

______________

years ago,

______________

______________

______________

years ago,

______________

______________
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Spotlight on Comprehension  Sundance Publishing

Name: ____________________

O — How Photography  
Changed the World

Sequencing   
Reproducible Worksheet 7

Sequencing 

Put these dates in order on the time line and write information 

about cameras on the lines. 

 1888       Today         1841         1839         Early 1800s

    Dates        Information

 

Questions and Answers
1. Find in the Text: When did William Talbot learn to make 
negatives? (page 8)  _______________________________________
__________________________________________________________
2. Work out the Answer: What would be the dangerous part of 
William Talbot’s process? (page 8) __________________________
__________________________________________________________
3. Judge for Yourself: Do you think changing photographs is 
cheating? Give a reason.  __________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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Name: ____________________

O — How Photography  
Changed the World

Sequencing  
Reproducible Worksheet 8

More Sequencing
1. What did William Talbot have to do to print a photo from 

a negative? Write the sequence from page 8.

1 ________________________________________________________

2 ________________________________________________________

3 ________________________________________________________

4 ________________________________________________________

5 ________________________________________________________

6 ________________________________________________________

2. List the signal words for sequencing. Do not repeat any.

page 10  __________ page 20  ___________page 14  ___________

page 12 __________________________________________________

page 19  __________________________________________________

Word Study and Vocabulary
1. Homophones sound the same, but have different spellings  

and different meanings. Write homophones for these words.

knot (page 2) _______________ maid (page 5) ________________

peace (page 8) ______________ ewes (page 12) _______________

role (page 12) _______________ reel (page 17)_________________

2. Write a sentence that uses a pair of homophones.

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________
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Spotlight on Comprehension  Sundance Publishing

P — The Yellow TurbanSequencing   
Reproducible Worksheet 9

Sequencing 

Write the steps for wrapping the turban in the right order. 

(pages 10–12)
wrap around and around  pick up other end from mouth 
wrap across side, down back tuck this end in back  
tuck ends in top     pull cloth from top across head 

Questions and Answers
1. Find in the Text: How was the bride decorated? (page 23)      

_ ________________________________________________________
2. Work out the Answer: Why did Darshan put his headgear 
on last? (page 6)  __________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
3. Judge for Yourself: How would you choose to travel to your 
own wedding? Why? (page 8)  _____________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

1. wrap across 
one side, up front

8. tuck everything 
in neatly

________________
________________

________________
________________

________________
________________

________________
________________

________________
________________

________________
________________

Name: ____________________
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P — The Yellow Turban Sequencing  
Reproducible Worksheet 10

More Sequencing
1. Write the events in order. (pages 22–23)

bride came in with parents       ceremony began 
bride sat next to Uncle Ravinder guests went inside 
Grandpa, Grandma came in       

2. List the signal words for sequencing. 

 

__________________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________

Name: ____________________
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Name: ____________________

P — PiñataSequencing   
Reproducible Worksheet 11

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Sequencing 

Write the next five missing steps from pages 10, 12, and 14  

on the time line.

Questions and Answers
1. Find the Text: Which country was Marco Polo from?  
(page 13)  ________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
2. Work out the Answer: Why did the balloon need to be a big 
one? (page 8)  ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
3. Judge for Yourself: Would you rather buy or make your own 
piñata? Why?  ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

Stuck strips on until balloon was covered

Children made paste
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Name: ____________________

P — Piñata

More Sequencing
1. Write the missing steps from pages 16 and 17.

2. Signal Words

Finish this sentence.

Before I _________________________________________________

Word Study and Vocabulary
Write contractions for these words. 

cannot ________________ should have ________________

there is ________________ they are________________

Write the words for these contractions. 

we’re ________________ she’d ________________ 

isn’t ________________ you’re________________

1. Children left  
the balloon to dry

________________
________________

________________
________________

5. Tape scrunched 
newspaper to 
balloon

________________
________________

7. Left layer to dry

________________
________________

POPPED THE BALLOON

Sequencing  
Reproducible Worksheet 12
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Spotlight on Comprehension  Sundance Publishing

Name: ____________________

P — The Fantastic Flying  
Machine

Sequencing   
Reproducible Worksheet 13

Sequencing 

Write the things that Jane has invented. (pages 4–5) 

Questions and Answers
1. Find in the Text: Why did Hoof It win? (page 22)  __________

__________________________________________________________

2. Work out the Answer: What did Jane mean by “right up my 

alley?” (page 4)  __________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

3. Judge for Yourself: What sort of machine would you like  

to invent? What would it do?  ______________________________

__________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Last week    • ________________________________________________________    

     _________________________________ 

     _________________________________ 

Last month • _______________________________   

     _________________________________   

     _________________________________ 

Last year     • _______________________________________________________    

      _________________________________

      _________________________________

Now       • ________________________________    

     _________________________________

     _________________________________ 
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Name: ____________________

P — The Fantastic Flying  
Machine

Sequencing  
Reproducible Worksheet 14

More Sequencing
1. Write the events from pages 8 and 9 in the correct order.
• Mom built two wings   • went home to work on flying machine  
• drew plan   • covered wings with shower curtain   • sat down at desk 
 

2. Signal Words

List three sequencing signal words from the text.

__________________________________________________________

Word Study and Vocabulary
Idioms do not mean what the words actually say. 

Draw the literal meaning of this idiom, then write what it 

really means. 

bitten off more than I could chew  ________________________

__________________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________

__________________________
__________________________
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The Ice Age and the Woolly Mammoth 
Inside Back Cover: Drawing Conclusions  
Literal Question: When did the last woolly mammoth die? (p 17) About 9,000 
years ago. Inferential Question: If there were woolly mammoths on Earth today, 
where would they be found? Near ice sheets, in the tundra. Evaluative Question: 
Think of an animal at risk of dying out. What can be done to help save it? 
Answers will vary.

Reproducible Worksheet 5: Sequencing 
1. (p 4) 1. ice sheets became thicker 2. snow fell on ice 3. snow grew thicker  
4. snow at bottom turned to ice 5. more snow fell on top 6. more ice formed at 
bottom 7. ice spread farther 8. ice sheets where land was. 2. after, when, first, 
after that, then

Questions and Answers: 
1. (p 21) 17,500 2. Mammoths had huge tusks; were bigger than hunters; 
hunters only had spears with stone tips. 3. Answers will vary.

Reproducible Worksheet 6: More Sequencing 
1. (p 9 para 1) could not find enough plants to eat; could not keep warm; some 
died out; others moved south, where it was warmer 2. 50,000 years ago – 
mammoths lived on tundra; 12,000 years ago – last ice age ended; 9,000 years 
ago – last woolly mammoth died out

Word Study and Vocabulary: hard g: ago, again, begin, get, green, grow; soft g: 
age, change, gem, geometry, gerbil, giraffe

How Photography Changed the World 
Inside Back Cover: Drawing Conclusions  
Literal Question: What did artists use the camera obscura for? (pp 4–5) To 
make images from which they could draw and paint. Inferential Question: Why 
didn’t people print their own photos? (p 12) They didn’t have the equipment 
or expertise. Evaluative Question: What do you think was the cleverest 
photographic invention? Why? Answers will vary.

Reproducible Worksheet 7: Sequencing 
1. early 1800s: small camera obscura 2. 1839: Daguerre invents daguerreotypes 
3. 1841: Talbot invents ways to make copies on paper 4. 1888: Eastman invents 
camera that uses film 5. Today: digital cameras 

Questions and Answers: 
1. (p 8) 1841 2. (p 8) Using the chemicals 3. Answers will vary.

Reproducible Worksheet 8: More Sequencing 
1. soaked paper in special chemicals; light hit them and made special image; 
light and dark parts reversed; pressed paper against negative; made normal 
image on paper; made many positive copies 2. (p 10) after this; (p 12) when, 
then; (p 14) at last; (p 19) first, next; (p 20) finally

Word Study and Vocabulary: 1. knot/not, maid/made, peace/piece, ewes/use, 
role/roll, reel/real 2. Answers will vary.

The Yellow Turban 
Inside Back Cover: Drawing Conclusions  
Literal Question: What did Darshan wear to the wedding? (p 6) White pants and 
tunic, green patka, slippers, yellow turban. Inferential Question: Why did Dad 
say Darshan should tie his own turban? (p 8) special thing to do on special day,  
he was old enough, practiced many times. Evaluative Question: What is the 
most exciting ceremony or event you have been to? Why? Answers will vary.

Reproducible Worksheet 9: Sequencing 
(pp 10–12) across side, down back; wrap around and around; tuck ends in top; 
pick up other end from mouth; tuck this in back; pull cloth from top across head

Questions and Answers: 
1. (p 23) red sari, gold jewelry, henna patterns 2. (p 6) He had to put his tunic 
over his head first. 3. Answers will vary.

Reproducible Worksheet 10: More Sequencing 
1. (pp 22–23): guests went inside; Grandpa, Grandma came in; bride came in 
with parents; bride sat next to Uncle Ravinder; ceremony began. 2. (p 2) when, 
at first; (p 5) then; (p 10) first; (p 11) now; (p 16) once; (p 23) at last; (p 24) a 
few days later

Word Study and Vocabulary: shouted, instructed, asked/explained, sighed, cried, 
whispered

Piñata 
Inside Back Cover: Drawing Conclusions  
Literal Question: To what god did the Aztecs offer gifts each year? (p 15) 
Huitzilopochtli. Inferential Question: Why did the children need to leave each 
layer of paper to dry? (p 16) Answers similar to: So that the paper went hard; 
if they kept pasting over wet layers, then the inside layers might not dry. 
Evaluative Question: If you were to make a piñata, what shape would it be? 
Why? Answers will vary. 

Reproducible Worksheet 11: Sequencing: 
(pp 10, 12, 14) 2. blow up balloon 3. tie knot in end 4. tear up newspaper 5. dip 
strips into paste 6. wipe off drips

Questions and Answers: 
1. (p 13) Italy. 2. (p 8) So it could be filled with surprises. 3. Answers will vary.

Reproducible Worksheet 12: More Sequencing 
stuck on another layer of paper; left piñata to dry; scrunched up newspaper; 
pasted more strips over shapes; stuck on last layer; let dry  

Word Study and Vocabulary: can’t, should’ve, there’s, they’re; we are, she had, is 
not, you are

Answer Key
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The Fantastic Flying Machine 
Inside Back Cover: Drawing Conclusions  
Literal Question: Why was it hard to get started? (p 17) They were pedaling  
on uneven boards. Inferential Question: Why was Jane feeling less confident?  
(p 12) The task of designing a machine that flies was looking very hard. 
Evaluative Question: Which of Jane’s inventions do you think is the best? Why? 
Answers will vary.

Reproducible Worksheet 13: Sequencing 
(pp 4–5) last year: designed three-wheeled bike, one wheel fell off; last month: 
built remote-controlled sliming machine; backfired and slimed me; last week: 
built robot dog, didn’t quite work out; now: building flying machine

Questions and Answers: 
1. (p 22) traveled farthest before crashing into lake – 21 feet. 2. (p 4) Just the 
sort of thing she liked to do. 3. Answers will vary.

Reproducible Worksheet 14: More Sequencing 
1. (pp 8–9) 1. went home to work on flying machine 2. sat down at desk 3. drew 
plan 4. Mom built two wings 5. covered wings with shower curtain. 2. Answers 
will vary.

Word Study and Vocabulary: 1. tried to do too much, or something that is too 
difficult
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